Bert Scharf was interested in how expectation affects auditory performance. He explored this question using the probe-signal method of Greenberg and Larkin, in which the listener is led to expect a particular stimulus but is occasionally presented with an unexpected but equally detectable one. The detectability of unexpected stimuli provides insight into the listener's template for the expected stimulus. Bert's expectation research, which focused on the frequency domain, inspired us to extend the inquiry to the time domain. We have seen that signal detection can be quite poor for signals of unexpected duration as well as for signals presented at unexpected times, indicating that listeners attend selectively to these two temporal aspects of sound. However, this temporal tuning is much broader for starting time (hundreds of milliseconds) than for signal duration (can be < 25 ms). Thus, it appears that listeners can select the template for signal detection with considerable accuracy, but do not apply the selected template strictly to the expected starting time of the signal. We are grateful to Bert for his mentorship and keen interest in this topic. [Supported by NIH/NIDCD].
One of Bert Scharf's research interests was in the influence of expectation on auditory performance. To investigate this issue, his technique of choice was the probe-signal method of Greenberg and Larkin (1968) . In this method, the listener is led to expect a particular target stimulus, but is occasionally presented with a different, unexpected probe stimulus. All stimuli are equally detectable when each is presented alone and is thus expected. Therefore, if expectation does not affect signal detection, all signals should be detected equally well, regardless of whether or not they are expected. However, if expectation does affect signal detection, then unexpected signals might be detected more poorly than expected ones. Originally, this technique was applied to the frequency domain, with investigations focusing on the detectability of tonal signals presented at expected and unexpected frequencies. Those investigations, to which Bert made key contributions, revealed that detection is worse for signals at unexpected than at expected frequencies (Greenberg and Larkin, 1968; Macmillan and Schwartz, 1975; Yama and Robinson, 1982; Scharf et al., 1987; Schlauch and Hafter, 1991; Hafter et al., 1993; Scharf et al, 1994; Wright and Dai, 1994a, b; Scharf et al. 1997) , demonstrating an influence of expectation and implying the operation of a perceptual template. The detectability of the unexpected stimuli provides insight into this template in the frequency domain for detecting the expected tone.
Strongly influenced by Bert's work and his mentorship, we applied the probe-signal method in the time domain. In one series of experiments, we presented listeners with signals that all had the same frequency content, but with durations that were either expected or unexpected. Those investigations revealed that in the temporal domain, just as in the frequency domain, detection is poorer for signals of unexpected than expected durations (Wright and Dai, 1994a; Dai and Wright, 1995; Wright, 2005) . For example, in Dai and Wright (1995) we led listeners to expect a 4-ms signal in one condition, and to expect a 299-ms signal in another condition, but were also presented with unexpected signal durations within that range in both conditions. All signals were presented in a continuous broadband noise. As signal duration departed from the expected 4 ms to 24 ms, the percent correct performance dropped from 85% to near chance (Fig.1a) . When the expected duration was 299 ms, percent-correct performance was greatest for signals of 161 ms, but decreased steadily for further reductions in signal duration (Fig. 1b) . Selectivity for duration was observed for tonal signals at 250, 1000, and 4000 Hz as well as for noise signals. These results suggest that listeners use a detection template that is matched to the expected signal duration. To model these probe-signal results, we expressed the idea of a matched template in terms of a time window matched to the expected signal duration. The time window represented an integrator of either signal energy (energydetector model, Green and Swets, 1966) or information (multiple-looks model, Viemeister and Wakefield, 1991) . Both models captured the general trends of the probe-signal results Wright, 1995, 1999) . We also applied the models to threshold-duration data (the time-intensity trade). In those cases, the predictions of both models were in good agreement with the results obtained with the noise signals (Dai and Wright, 1995) . However, the predictions of the energy-detector model provided a closer fit to the data than the multiple-look model for tonal signals Wright, 1996, 1999; see Fig.2 ). FIGURE 2. Time-intensity trades. Measured (circles, from Dai and Wright, 1995) and predicted (solid lines for energy-detector model and dashed lines for equal-d' multiple-look model) signal levels corresponding to pc=85% as a function of signal duration at (a) 250 Hz, (b) 1000 Hz, and (c) 4000 Hz when each duration is known and expected. (Figure and caption from Dai and Wright, 1999;  Fig. 1 ).
Finally, we used the probe-signal method to explore the effect of expectation of the signal starting time on signal detection (Wright and Fitzgerald, 2004) . We presented listeners with signals that all had the same frequency (1000 Hz) and the same short (20 ms) duration, but whose starting times were either expected or unexpected. Listeners were led to expect the signal at various times after the offset of a 300-ms masker (forward masking). They readily detected signals that were presented within ~200 ms of the expected starting time. Only when the signals were presented outside of a window of ~600 ms around the expected starting time did performance approach chance. The exact shape of this temporal tuning depended on the expected starting time of the tone and the temporal markers available in the trials (see Fig. 3 ). Others have reported similarly broad tuning for starting time for signals presented in continuous noise (Leis-Rossio, 1986; Lies-Rossio and Small, 1986; Chang, 1991; Chang and Viemeister, 1991) . Thus, though there is selectivity to the expected signal starting time, that tuning is fairly broad, on the order of hundreds of milliseconds. All told, it appears that listeners [can] select the duration template for signal detection with considerable accuracy, and use this template to scan over a broad range of starting times. Thus, they are more specific about the signal's characteristics--the 'what'--than the specific time that the signal occurs--the 'when. ' We are grateful to Bert for his mentorship and keen interest in this topic.
